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Can vegetation affect the climate?

Vegetation has the ability to enhance heat transfer. Vegetation can also alter weather

patterns, this is due to the release of water vapor during the process of photosynthesis. The

release of water vapor into the air amends the surface energy fluctuations and leads to potential

cloud development; Although, the climate depends on the different vegetation located within

other regions, plants in general have the ability to cool down the atmosphere. Another

explanation for how plants can affect the weather's climate is the Co2 plants produce, the Co2 in

the atmosphere drives for an increase in plant photosynthesis.

One way a person can measure whether plants affect the weather is by looking at

temperature. In general, temperature varies from region to region but depends on how much

vegetation there is, and with the fact that climate depends on the different vegetation located

within another place, temperature can be a factor in figuring out if vegetation affects climate.

Another way of calculating the weather and vegetation is by watching the cloud

formations in different spots. This is because cloud formation is developed due to the release of

water vapor in flora, so the fact that there could be more clouds in one province than another,

may be because of the amount of greenery in that province.

Moving forward, how will I conduct my experiment? In my experiment, I will be keeping

a small fish tank with small amounts of vegetation inside. I will be keeping a thermometer inside

the tank and will keep track of how the temperature is inside the fish tank over the course of 5-7



days, the fish tank will be kept outside in order to see how the temperature is outside compared

to inside the tank. I will then be writing down the temperature in the fish tank over these days

and watch the results of the temperature.

Another way I will be conducting my experiment is by watching for any changes in the

tank, for example, watching for fogginess and precipitation. The vegetation inside the fish tank

will be demonstrating a random province with more vegetation than in a different place, like

Arizona. By watching these results, I will then be able to demonstrate how plant life can change

the weather's atmosphere.

The purpose of this experiment is to see if, in different places, we can calculate how the

weather might be depending on where you are because of how much flora might be there. This

experiment can also be used for knowledge

My hypothesis for this examination is that because greenery has the ability to release

water vapor and create potential cloud formations, plants do in fact have the ability to affect the

atmosphere whether in cooling it down or warming it up.


